
BUSINESS PLANNING PROCESS IDEA GENERATION BRAINSTORMING

You can use various techniques to brainstorm a new business idea, or you can these ideas, as some of these may not
be used in the development process. Create a business plan once the idea is well-defined and strongly developed.

To inspire creativity, change the scene. Next, lay out any criteria that must be met. Using lateral thinking, it
solves problems by taking an indirect and creative approach. Brainstorming is meant to help us view a
problem in a new and unusual light. Use breaks strategically to avoid this, especially if the brainstorming
session is long. Offer everyone an opportunity to share feedback. It is about seeing the optimum in all areas.
The group facilitator should contribute if they have anything to add, but most of their time and energy should
be spent supporting the team and guiding the discussion. Step 1: Brainstorm the right questions Source:
Design Kit The first step to finding the best answers is asking the right questions. Rerun the experiment at a
later date if the group seems fatigued. You can use one, several, or all of these techniques to generate ideas.
For example: What problem does this solve? Participants may not make preambles or justification for their
questions. The outcome depends on the nature of the group of individuals you assemble the more dynamic,
inspired, freewheeling and innovative, the better and the communication skills that the session leader brings
into the room. Write it down if it comes to you. Everyone has his own way of categorizing, dividing and
processing it. The questions you produce will guide you towards the right paths, and help you avoid the wrong
ones. How are the products and services sold? Use these tactics: Encourage alternatives: How else can we do
that? By design, brainstorming sessions are meant to be free-flowing without a lot of structure. Is this idea
risky? All you need is a large sheet of paper or a whiteboard and various colored pens or markers. Pick an
appropriate facilitator The facilitator should be someone who can keep the session on track, has experience
with brainstorming and is unbiased. Customer Segments: What are the target customers and target customer
groups? The group you assemble needs to remain open to all ideas presented in order to develop a healthy
idea-generating environment. Come up with a vetting strategy. Assemble a brainstorming session With the
LCS system fresh in your brains, your group can take on a brainstorming session following these steps: Start
with a small group of people you trust and admire. The best questions should seem important or meaningful.
Can we compete with those who already do this? Here are the rules you need to follow to have productive
brainstorming sessions: No judgment: Write down all ideas no matter how crazy or impossible it might seem.
Instead, use them to get your thoughts running, focusing on the quantity of ideas rather than the quality of
them. It can be a walk, a shower, lying on the beach or talking to people. The group should be encouraged to
be as freewheeling as possible. Lay out the context and definitions Next, ask yourself what the participants
already know about the context of the problem question and what else they need to know. Processes ,
Productivity The following is a guest post from graphic designer and copywriter Erik Fessler. Disney method
The Disney Method, also called the Walt Disney Strategy, is a creativity method as well as a decision-making
aid in one. Key Activities: What are the activities that need to be done to implement the business model?
Decide the goal of the business idea, followed by searching for time-limited suggestions and ideas. Set a timer
for 10 to 20 minutes and hand participants a piece of paper. For example, use an existing product or service
idea as a springboard and make adjustments or additions to make your own version of a new business idea. It
is important to carefully weigh up the ideas and find the weak points that would cause implementation or
failure. For instance, writers may seek programs that allow them to speak out loud while the computer types
out what is being said.


